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A portfolio of introductions to four personal projects.

1. Collaboration (2019)
2. Aspic (2020)
3. Neuroplasticity (2017)
4. Pest (2020)

And some independent photographs.



Skye Volmar was painting her face to express the theatricality of the performance of 
race and gender.

What started as a documentation of Skye Volmar’s face painting became a collab-
orative experiment in investigating the relationship between model and photogra-
pher.

I used Helmar Lerski’s series from his series of photographs “Arabs and Jews” which 
he shot on the streets of Palestine pre-occupation, a rare series of respectful and 
thoughtful portraits of the indigenous Palestinians alongside colonists already 
bringing gentrification.



Skye and I grew up in the same 
area in New Jersey with very 
different experiences. 

Our encounters in high school 
were breif but full of admiration 
and interest for one another.

Growing closer with Skye the 
social performance of race and 
gender became a common topic 
to land on in conversation. 



Throughout the previ-
ous three shoots I was 
focused on documenting 
Skye. It was important to 
me that as the model she 
would know how she was 
being represented.

Still a historical power 
dynamic is referenced 
and adherred to when a 
black woman is in front 
of the camera and a 
white man is behind the 
camera.

Through showing Skye 
the photographs she was 
both model and photog-
rapher.

It became increasingly 
obvious that I should 
join her in having my 
face painted and being in 
front of the camera.

A conversation could 
unfold in front of the 
camera, each of us can-
vases, models, painters, 
and photographers.







During the spring of 2020 the virus COVID-19 spread across the United States of America 
and physical meetings became prohibited to isolate cases. Before the shut-downs began oc-
curring I had an interest in the aspic. A suspended meal in gelatin that is associated with the 
1950s but is in fact an acient technique dating back as far as the 10th century AD.

Using Gelatin I explored the isolation of different bodies, the inevitable spread of those 
smaller particles through a larger body and the pregnancy of an object. In roundabout way 
I was exploring ways to express my considerations of the virus and efforts to isolate cases of 
coronavirus.

Aspic







In the Spring of 2018 using a mix of film and digital 
photography and photoshop techniques I investigated 
the theories of neuroplasticity and neurogenisis which 
were blossoming in popularity at the time. Popular sci-
ence, specifically that which applies itself in the theo-
retical area of mind and brain development had always 
been of interest to me because there is a habit of sug-
gestion within the presentation of these ideas that the 
spiritual enlightenment of religious texts is a chemical 
and physiological process.
Easy to dismiss as snake oil, nonetheless theories such 
as this find their ways into the thoughts of anyone who 
hopes for a generally better state of mind.
Among the notable habits to adopt in order to increase 
neurogenisis (the production of new brain cells) and 
increase neuroplasticity (the ability to solve new prob-
lems or create new memories) are:

 • Regular and healthy sleep
 • Regular anarobic exercise
 • Frequently encountering puzzles
 • Regular sexual activity
 • Eating crunchy foods

Neuroplasticity













This photo was taken in a classroom in 2018. As the bee 
flew into the classroom the room broke out into yells and 
students moved and jerked about. Attempting to sit in 
their seats but clearly threatened.

I took this photograph of the bee attempting to escape 
through a window in the classroom with a Yashica Auto-
focus 35 mm film camera. The focus didn’t latch onto my 
subject. The bee was small, close, and fast. Cameras had 
not been built to see someone like this.

The abjection of the bee from the classroom and from the 
camera inspired a whole line of thought considering the 
non-mammalian body as a subject that could be investi-
gated to reveal the drivers behind “natural” fear reactions.

Eventually I found an appreciation for each subject (bee, 
fly, jellyfish) and how their biological functionality can of-
ten be in opposition to those systems which people raised 
in American society find important (conceptions of terri-
tory, reproduction, control, resource management, etc.)

Pest



A reproduction of the bee 
photograph taken in 2018 
with a Malaysian carpenter 
bee made to investigate the 
instance of confrontation be-
tween the bee and myself from 
nearly two years before.



















Photographs independent of projects.
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